Abstract
Introduction

20
The Incremental Sheet Forming (ISF) is an innovative process for small series pro- is mainly isotropic and the contribution of the kinematic hardening is low and 140 will be neglected in this study.
141
• Finally the boundary conditions applied to the simulation (modelling of the 142 clamping system) can also lead to an artificial stiffening of the model as it has 143 been remarked by Bouffioux et al. [2007] . To avoid the force overestimation 144 due to encastre boundary conditions, the clamping system has been modeled by 
206
To show the weight of the robot stiffness on the forming force, the static equilibrium exerted by the sheet on the robot (Eq. 1) and F R/S is the wrench exerted by the robot 211 on the sheet (Eq. 2).
212
Where: 
215
• P R is the pose actually reached by the TCP without correction.
216
• P T is the targeted pose.
217
• K S is the stiffness matrix (6 × 6) of the sheet and clamping device which 218 depends on the position and the type of the clamping system, and on the sheet 219 material and process parameters.
220
• K R is the stiffness matrix (6 × 6) of the robot structure, which depends on the 221 9 joint configuration of the robot and on its geometrical and mechanical parameters 222 (joint stiffness, quadratic moments of links,...).
223
The static equilibrium, at the contact point between the tool and the sheet, gives:
P T P R It means that the lowest stiffness between K R and K S will have the major impact 225 on the forming force F S/R and finally on P R . 
Results
227
The measured force along the tool axis for both the milling machine and the robot is The pressure (4.3 M P a) applied on each tightening areas, is estimated from the ex- 
where σ is the equivalent stress, σ e the initial yield stress (σ e = 125.88 M P a), ε p is 314 the equivalent plastic strain, K 1 = 447.08 M P a, n = 0.413.
315
Secondly a Voce law described by Diot et al.
[2006] to model saturation or softening 316 effects of aluminum alloys is applied. The formulation is given by:
with σ e = 130.2 MPa, K 2 = 330.37 MPa, B = 3.94.
318
The constants of the two hardening laws defined above are determined from the 319 experimental stress/strain curve of a tensile test made in the rolling direction. This 320 experimental curve and the identified laws are presented in Figure 13 .
321
Due to the high level of deformation reached in the process, the hardening law must 322 be chosen carefully. Figure 13 shows the strain range reached in ISF (up to 120%) in is defined as the reference since the milling machine is assumed to be perfectly rigid.
339
The mean force at each loop of the trajectory is computed when the TCP crosses the 340 middle axis of the 45°pie model. is defined by:
The joint stiffness values gathered in the vector Γ are identified by minimizing, for 417 a set of n p poses and loads, the following function:
For the forming of the frustum cone previously described the mean computed val- 
